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HomeTownEmployment  

"Prosperity Control" Has Been Returned To The People!  

The Founding Fathers Believed The People Of America Wanted To 

Always Be Responsible For Their Own “Prosperity.” The People Of 

That Time Had Experienced The Control Of England And Had Become 

Convinced That Power Should Not Be Concentrated In The Hands Of A 

Few. They Knew The Community, As A Whole, Should Be The Only 

Safe Keeper Of Their Prosperity.  

As an example, “Every government degenerates when trusted to 

the RULERS of the people alone. The people themselves, 

therefore, are its only safe depositories. (Thomas Jefferson in notes 

to the State of Virginia, 1781) 

-- "A Government of the people, by the people & for the people shall 
not perish from the earth!" (Lincoln, Gettysburg Address.) 

 

IDC has developed its delegate representation program called Hometown 

Employment on the premise that the people of each community can regain 

control of their own prosperity. All through history it has been clear that 

“only the people” can be trusted with their own prosperity!  

The program is specifically designed for communities that have experienced one 

or more of their local industries that either have closed or downsized 

increasing their joblessness resulting in a lowered prosperity level for the 

community.  
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Often local or even the national government is unable to affect a change. Instead 

their involvement may even tend to separate industry from the community even 

further. In a free enterprise society only local businesses are able to have a 

positive effect on the economy. It is also a proven fact that “new wealth” is a 

result of the manufacturing of a new invention and the loss of a manufacturer 

is a LOSS of wealth. The IDC effort is to connect industry to the community 

without the “insulating” factors associated with organizations that may have a 

separate agenda.  

Because the delegation size is mandated to a minimum of three hundred, IDC 

“volunteer” delegates from the community ARE truly representatives of the 

people in the community. The first consideration for the delegates is to provide 

their opinions on a selection of IDC’s new inventions that match the skill sets 

of the community so that when manufactured the maximum number of NEW 

jobs will be created.   

IDC authorizes any community to enact the “Hometown Employment” 

commercialization program. Then When A Minimum of 300 Delegates Of 

The Community Say They Want New Jobs, IDC Empowers The Delegates  

To Specify Industry Type And Job Numbers Needed. Based On People’s 

Opinion Polls (POP’s) IDC Will Invest In The Community, In Part, 

According To The Specifications Of The Delegates!  

 

(POPs)  “People’s Opinion Polls” 

This proprietary system for "linking" communities with industry 

utilizes a strict code of operation that virtually guarantees product success 

and maximum job creation! 

After the Industrial Revolution an average of over 200,000 patents have 

been filed each year in America with less than 1% actually creating jobs. 

Clearly the economy was spurred by inventions in the first industrial 
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revolution. But, since then 

America has been experiencing a 

99% failure rate in creating jobs 

from the patents that are filed. 

WHY? There are several reason 

but mostly Lack of investor 

confidence in the inventions!  

It is a fact that investors are not 

gamblers. Therefore IDC 

developed the program to bring investor confidence to a whole new level. 

It has been called the BEST possible solution for guaranteeing "investor 

safety” and subsequent JOB CREATION. This is mostly due to the 

utilization of consumer opinions (POP’s) which creates the required 

investor confidence.  

The IDC Programs Are 

Bringing A Strong 

Expectation Of Another 

Industrial Revolution And 

A New Wave Of Inventions 

That Leads Directly To 

New Jobs!  

The Employment Rate For 

"Participating" 

Communities Is Expected To Skyrocket Under IDC’s  Hometown 

Employment Program!  

 The “People's Opinion 

Polls" identify the "future" value 

of a product BEFORE investors 

and business people risk their 

money!  

 IDC performs a systematic polling of thousands of member/consumers 

to ascertain the marketability of products. This assures 

plant profitability resulting in sustainable new jobs that never 

existed before!  

 But, because “only” they know the needs of their local community, 

under the Hometown Employment Program, local delegates from the 
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IDC membership in each community are authorized to "choose" the best 

of inventions that could be produced by their "local" labor force.   

 After the delegates have provided their opinions IDC pledges 

to “INVEST” at least one (1) of the chosen new products into 

that community that best fits the skill sets of the community. Or, IDC 

will continue to find the right product that does fit the community. 

 In addition to the product investment, IDC will arrange for 

manufacturing, distribution, and marketing. If necessary IDC will also 

arrange funding and management that might be needed to produce the 

invention and the subsequent jobs!  

Invention Source 

The IDC bank of inventions are a result of an ongoing relationship with 

successful inventors. These are the type of individuals that do not know 

that it cannot be done and they do it anyway! All of these inventors have 

exhibited a strong desire to assist in the rethinking of America’s 

economic policies. They are independent thinkers and most understand 

that God is the true source of all prospertiy!  

The inventors that have placed 

their confidence in the IDC 

product commercialization system 

are the kind of people that care 

about America and the 

entrepreneureship that made 

America as great as it is. IDC and 

the inventors are in one accord in 

the effort to not only improve our local economies but to also reveal that 

God is good and that He wants individuals and communities to 

prosper. 

IDC Does Not Charge Inventors 

In exchange for NOT being charged for commercializing their 

inventions the IDC inventors have agreed with IDC’s mission statement 

of “Bringing Quality Employment Back To America, Neighbor by 

Neighbor, County by County.” 
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Never Before Have Community Residents Been This Empowered! This 

Is Clearly A Timely Industrial 

Revolution And A Grass Roots 

Effort, Ordered And Funded 

By God, To Connect 

Communities, Inventors and 

Industry!  

 

 

This is how it works 

Before we get into the details of how the system works it should be pointed 

out that IDC understands there could be “potential” delegates that do not 

subscribe to the principals of a creator God. If some may not be on board 

with IDC spiritually they CAN still do wonders for the community 

through the IDC HomeTown Employment system!  

Even if they do not want to sign-on as an IDC Delegate, agreeing with 

our statement “that God is desiring to prosper the community,” they 

can still help which will allow the community to benefit greatly by their 

participation. This is how they can participate by becoming a “General 

Member” and provide their opinions on new inventions, additionally they 

may; 

 Tell others about the IDC effort to bring employment to the 

community by sending them to the website so they can join the 

effort of finding the minimum needed 300 delegates. It is as 

simple as that. From then on they can truthfully tell everyone that 

they helped bring the new jobs to the area. Being part of the 

POP’s process is invaluable to this effort. 

Three hundred to five hundred delegates who have volunteered to 

represent their community will help select the products they believe 

would be best to be manufactured locally. After being presented with a 

selection of at least 10 possible products, each delegate will provide their 

opinions of the 10 inventions by completing an online survey.  
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They will indicate on a scale of 1 through 10 which inventions would be 

the best fit. Among a number of factors that will determine invention 

choice for the community is available labor force, skills of that labor force, 

building and land availability, taxes, environmental impact, etc.  

After the delegates have provided their opinions and 

the data extrapolated, the best fit will be chosen 

by taking everything into consideration. This 

will include the best overall “expected” 

outcome for the inventor and the investor’s 

ROI, the potential job development and 

total benefits to residents of the community. The 

IDC New “Product” Panel will 

make the final decision. 

IDC will invest the chosen product into 

the community and also arrange any and 

all other business disciplines required for 

the success of the new invention! 

 

Understanding what drives IDC 

 

IDC management is dedicated to “hearing from God” on all matters 

pertaining to business and personal lives. IDC realizes that some do not 

believe that God will speak to them. Management fully understands that 

position by recalling times past when many of us did into know that 

hearing from God was possible or that it was HIS plan. Because of 

additional studying of the word and gaining a deeper understanding that 

God “does direct His people” IDC believes the success of the inventions 

that IDC commercializes hinges TOTALLY on doing what God says.  

IDC management believes that God will speak to the delegates regarding 

HIS plan to prosper the community. IDC management believes that 

God’s instruction is to “let my people choose” the invention they 

desire to be produced in their community. This delegate input provides 

direction that IDC’s New “Product” Panel will welcome. The entire 
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process assures that all facets of the commercialization of the invention 

and the subsequent job development is in compliance with HIS directions.  

The time has come when the buyers should be 

who decides what products they want to 

purchase, NOT the manufacturers! This process 

is unprecedented in the business of invention 

commercialization.  

Since IDC management knows that GOD is a 

God that can be trusted, IDC trusts that "His" chosen delegates truly 

represent the community's best interests. Therefore, IDC takes great 

comfort in investing into local manufacturers of the community the 

product that was CHOSEN by the input of the delegates and the New 

Product Panel!  

SUCCESS FOR INVESTORS WILL BE ASSURED, JOBS WILL 

BE CREATED, AND COMMUNITIES WILL PROSPER! 

What are the requirements for a community to participate in the 

Hometown Employment program? 

Regardless of what you might be hearing from political agendas and even 

pulpits, the simplicity is that the Bible reveals that "GOD wants all 

people to be prosperous regardless of who they are or where they are." 

Before IDC will invest into a community, all they really ask is that 

the community be dedicated to the idea of increasing its prosperity level 

and to do it God's way. Then IDC will pledge to do everything it can to 

help the community reach their goals through the Hometown Employment 

Program. 

IDC is dedicated to any community resident that wants to be one of the 

first in their area to begin the process. Just call or email (See the contact 

page) at www.InventionDiscoveryCenter.com   

http://www.inventiondiscoverycenter.com/
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On the first contact with anyone from a community, IDC will ascertain 

the level of community interest and their potential participation. If IDC 

believes the program is right for the community, the New Product Panel 

will work with the contact person to put together the “representing” 

delegation. IDC will present the delegation with several proposed products 

to be manufactured in the area allowing them to provide their opinions. 

Because of the large size of the delegation we believe the entire 

community will be “well represented.” Delegate representation is the key 

to success of the program! After the New Product Panel gains a clear 

understanding of the community, from IDC’s communication with the 

delegates, the panel will go to work in an attempt to meet those needs.  

Then just like any good farmer would do, IDC 

will “plant seeds of effort and money” into 

the good ground of the community. 

Additionally, they will spend the time to 

cultivate a strong relationship, developing the 

delegation from which strong support for our program will emerge.  
 

New Startups? 
The question is, “Will IDC consider developing a NEW startup company 

within the local community if the delegates cannot find a suitable 

“existing” company to take the new invention under its wing?” Yes, but 

with reservation. In order to protect investors and the inventor, 

management of the new startup must have a proven track record within the 

same industry. IDC is all about vision and very partial to new startups 

and will do everything it can to assist entrepreneurs to realize their dreams. 

On the other hand, IDC has a fiduciary responsibility, not only to the 

investors, but by contract with inventors, representing them with due 

diligence to make sure that every means for maximum productivity has 

been explored. 
 

Finally, all efforts will culminate into a consensus as the New Product 

Panel identifies the invention best suited to be produced by the most 

capable local companies. The winning companies will be those that have 

exhibited a proven track record for their capacity to maximize a product’s 

success in the marketplace. The end result of combined efforts will be the 

creation of jobs and sustainable “community prosperity.”  

Contact  IDC  at 877.517.0001 


